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Lasers are usually described by their output frequency and inten-
sity. However, laser operation is an inherently nonlinear process.
Knowledge about the dynamic behaviour of lasers is thus of great
importance for detailed understanding of laser operation and for
improvement in performance for applications. Of particular inter-
est is the time domain within the coherence time of the optical
transition. This time is determined by the oscillation period of the
laser radiation and thus is very short. Rigorous quantum mech-
anical models1,2 predict interesting effects like quantum beats,
lasing without inversion, and photon echo processes. As these
models are based on quantum coherence and interference, know-
ledge of the phase within the optical cycle is of particular interest.
Laser radiation has so far been measured using intensity detectors,
which are sensitive to the square of the electric field. Therefore
information about the sign and phase of the laser radiation is lost.
Here we use an electro-optic detection scheme to measure the
amplitude and phase of stimulated radiation, and correlate this
radiation directly with an input probing pulse. We have applied
this technique to semiconductor quantum cascade lasers, which
are coherent sources operating at frequencies between the optical
(.100 THz) and electronic (,0.5 THz) ranges3. In addition to the
phase information, we can also determine the spectral gain, the
bias dependence of this gain, and obtain an insight into the evolu-
tion of the laser field.

Since the realization of the first laser, researchers have investigated
stimulated emission and the gain in an amplifying medium using
coherent or incoherent radiation1. Several well known phenomena
have been observed in these very basic experiments—spectral
narrowing, power broadening, gain saturation, and the spectral gain
curve4–7. With the advent of ultrashort laser pulses, time-resolved
spectroscopy with a time resolution better than 10 fs has become
possible8. At the same time, femtosecond-laser-driven generation
of few-cycle phase-locked terahertz (THz) pulses has paved the way
towards coherent detection of transient THz electric fields using
electro-optic sampling9. This latest generation of phase-resolved
femtosecond spectroscopy has recently enabled the observation of
the birth of the plasmon-phonon mode10 and of excitons in semi-
conductors11, as well as the observation of gain associated with an
optically pumped excitonic system in Cu2O (ref. 12).

The phase-resolved measurement of stimulated emission in lasers
has however still been hindered by the rather fast electric field
oscillations in conventional lasers (about 2.5 fs at 800 nm). The
situation has changed dramatically with the realization of THz
quantum cascade lasers (THz-QCL) emitting in a wide frequency
range from 4.4 THz down to 1.6 THz (refs 13, 14). Accordingly, the
time resolution required to resolve the electric field oscillations of
the THz-QCL emission has been brought down to several tens of

femtoseconds, which is readily accessible by modern femtosecond
spectroscopy.

With the set-up described in the Methods section we have direct
access to the amplitude and phase of the THz pulses transmitted
through the laser. Knowledge of the phase is essential when studying
optical processes in an inverted system. From the quantum mech-
anical description of stimulated emission, it is known that incoming
photons generate a superposition between ground state and first
excited state. This superposition constitutes an oscillating dipole that
emits electromagnetic waves. The difference between amplification
and attenuation is solely determined by the phase of this super-
position. When the incoming and the dipole fields are in-phase,
constructive interference and amplification will be observed.
Destructive interference and thus attenuation of the transmitted
pulse will be observed when these fields are out-of-phase. In the
present detection scheme, we resolve the phase of the superposition
directly from the relative phase between probe and emitted electric
fields.

The pulse transmitted through the unbiased THz-QCL (Fig. 1a)
resembles the input pulse followed by small oscillations, which point
to a weak absorption in the THz-QCL waveguide. When the laser is
biased, the shape of the differential transmission of the THz pulse
changes significantly (Fig. 1b). The time domain signal is now a result
of changed absorption and gain in the biased THz-QCL. The tran-
sient THz field is dominated by a very pronounced oscillation lasting
several picoseconds. These oscillations are due to stimulated emis-
sion and thus amplification of the incident pulse. It can be seen that
there is a phase jump between the oscillating part and the initial pulse,
as indicated by an arrow in Fig. 1b. In Fig. 1c we compare these data to
a finite-difference time-domain simulation of the pulse propagation
in the two-level system15,16 described in Methods and Supplementary
Information. We find excellent agreement with respect to the enve-
lope and phase of the oscillations if we assume a population inverted
system with a gaussian distribution of the resonant frequencies
centred at 2.9 THz, a coherence time T2 of 7 ps, and a non-radiative
decay time of 1.5 ps.

From the discrete Fourier transformation of the modulation
signal, we obtain the absorption spectrum and phase (Fig. 2a and
b, respectively). The absorption is dominated by a negative peak at
about 2.9 THz, representing the spectral gain of the THz-QCL. The
frequency dependence of the phase—displaying the negative part on
the low-frequency side of the resonance—is inverted compared to
the usual behaviour for resonant absorption. This behaviour is
the unambiguous evidence for gain and thus population inversion.
With knowledge of the phase, we can distinguish between ampli-
fication and loss. Thus we can attribute the broadband positive
feature at frequencies between 1.0 and 2.2 THz to increased loss in
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the THz-QCL caused by differences in the carrier distribution in the
unbiased and biased active region. This broadband absorption causes
the initial pulse of the THz transient in Fig. 1b. In Fig. 2c, the spectral
gain is shown for different bias current densities. Below threshold,
we observe an almost gaussian gain profile with a bandwidth (full-
width at half-maximum) of about 130 GHz. Above threshold (at
165 A cm22), the gain curve is changed and we observe a dip in the
gain spectrum. We explain this by gain clamping at the frequency of
the Fabry–Perot cavity mode. The position of this hole coincides
exactly with the Fabry–Perot mode at 2.87 THz of the lasing QCL,
which was measured separately using a Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer. The observation of the dip in the spectral gain is pos-
sible because the THz-QCL is working in a single mode condition
(for a discussion of the interaction between a laser field and the
spatial distribution of gain, see ref. 17). Note that we are observing
the gain spectrum while the laser is above threshold. This mea-
surement is unique, and illustrates the enormous potential of our
technique.

The potential of electro-optic sampling is further demonstrated by
looking at the pulses that are reflected at the facets of the Fabry–Perot
resonator of the QCL. These reflected pulses are temporally separated
by the cavity round-trip time. We perform these measurements
below threshold at a current density of 110 A cm22 to avoid the
above-mentioned effects of spatial gain modulation in the QCL
lasing at the Fabry–Perot modes. This would cause a more complex
evolution of the multiple reflected pulses. Staying below threshold
provides a homogeneous gain and allows a straightforward explana-
tion of the results. Figure 3 displays pulses after a few passes through
the cavity. The amplitude of the pulse after three passes (Fig. 3b) is

comparable to that of the direct transmission (Fig. 3a), but the pulse
duration is significantly extended. The initial feature corresponding
to the broadband response of the incident pulse is completely gone.
After five passes (Fig. 3c), the amplitude of the oscillation appears to
be lower, the duration of the pulse is again longer and the total energy
in the pulse is slightly less than that of the three-pass pulse. The
observed pulse duration tendency points to the spectral narrowing
of the pulses. The energy carried by the individual pulses decreases
because the total propagation losses prevail over gain when the laser is
driven below threshold.

Finally, we focus on the bias current dependence of the single-pass
gain and correlate it with the light output and the current–voltage
characteristics (Fig. 4). This comparison reveals details about the
internal processes in the active region of the QCL. Without applied
bias or with low bias, the THz-QCL exhibits no resonant absorp-
tion at the lasing frequency (,2.9 THz) usually expected for an
unpumped gain medium. However, without the correctly applied
bias the energy levels in the QCL are not properly aligned18, thus
the designed optical transition cannot occur and no resonant absorp-
tion can be observed. A measurable gain appears only when most of
the cascades in the active region are properly aligned, which is indi-
cated by a change in the differential resistance at a bias of , 2.1 V
(Fig. 4c). After the onset, the gain rises proportionally with bias
current density owing to an increasing population inversion. The
lasing threshold is reached at a bias current density of about
113 A cm22, where we obtain a single-pass gain of ,19 cm21. This
value compares to calculated waveguide losses of 7–11 cm21 (refs 19–
21) and to a value of 12 6 1 cm21 obtained from measurements
of unbiased THz-QCL waveguides at different lengths. We assume
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Figure 1 | Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy of a THz-QCL. a, The
electric field waveform, Eoff(t), of a THz pulse transmitted through an
unbiased THz-QCL. b, Change in the transmitted pulse waveform, DE(t),
induced by biasing the THz-QCL. The signal is dominated by strong
oscillations. A phase jump occurs between the initial pulse and the
oscillations indicated by an arrow. c, Comparison of a simulation (thin blue
line) to DE(t) spectrally filtered by a band-pass filter 2.0–3.5 THz (grey line).
The leading part of the terahertz pulse disappears because it carries only
broad-band low frequency components below 2 THz. The bias current
density was 110 A cm22.
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Figure 2 | Fourier transform of the transmission signal modulated by the
THz-QCL. a, The absorption shows a negative part (gain) and positive part
(reduced transmission). b, The phase change retrieved from the THz electric
field shows an inverted dispersive behaviour, as expected from an inverted
system. c, Spectral gain of the THz-QCL driven at 90, 110 and 160 A cm22.
For the highest bias current density, the device is lasing at a single
Fabry–Perot mode. We observe a dip in the spectral gain corresponding to
the frequency of the Fabry–Perot mode. For this frequency, the gain is
clamped at the threshold value.
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mirror losses as high as 7 cm21 because of a silicon hemispherical
coupling lens attached to one waveguide facet.

The bias current dependence of the single-pass gain changes
significantly when the lasing threshold is reached, which is detected
by a sudden increase of the total THz output intensity recorded by
the intensity detector (a Golay cell; Fig. 4b). The single-pass gain of
the THz pulse, however, does not increase linearly any more in this
current range, but it becomes almost ‘clamped’ at the threshold value.
The standing-wave pattern of the laser mode leads to a local gain
clamping at the antinodes, while the gain remains unclamped at the
nodes. The THz pulse passing through the laser cavity probes both
saturated and unsaturated gain areas, resulting in the apparent hole
in the gain spectrum (Fig. 2c). We can therefore determine the unsat-
urated and clamped gain values (Fig. 4a).

In contrast to diode lasers, the gain of the THz-QCL is maintained
for a limited dynamical range (Fig. 4a). This is explained by a gradual
decrease of the injection into the upper lasing level due to field-
induced shifts of the injector levels18. Associated with this effect is a
clearly observable steep increase of the QCL’s differential resistance
above bias current densities .180 A cm22 (Fig. 4c).

With phase-resolved measurements of the gain in laser media, a
whole class of new experiments can be performed and fundamental
physical parameters accessed. By noting the sign of the phase, it
is possible to unambiguously determine gain or loss. Using both
electro-optic field detection and intensity measurements provides
the basis for making simultaneous observations of amplification
and self-sustained lasing. Access to these separate processes allows
the study of waveguide or other optical losses, as well as the exam-
ination of nonlinear effects like saturation, gain clamping, and spatial

hole burning. The technique we have presented is not limited to
QCLs, but is applicable to any gain medium. With the recent
development of phase-locked extreme-ultraviolet pulse generation,
the electric field on the attosecond timescale can be resolved22, allow-
ing the technique we have presented here to be used in the infrared
and visible spectral range.

METHODS SUMMARY

We use THz time-domain spectroscopy23 to access the coherent temporal prop-

erties of the THz-QCL. Quasi-single-cycle THz pulses, generated by exciting a

photoconductive switch24 with 80-fs-long, infrared laser pulses from a

Ti:sapphire laser, are transmitted through the THz-QCL waveguide. Coherent

electro-optic detection9 is used to sense the instantaneous electric field vector of

the transmitted THz pulses. Complementary to the electro-optic detection we

use also a photo-acoustic detector (a Golay cell). This detector registers the total

THz intensity emitted from the laser, while the electro-optic detector is sensitive

only to the THz radiation which is phase-locked with respect to the incident THz

pulse. The measurements are performed on an AlGaAs/GaAs THz-QCL with a

bound-to-continuum optical transition designed for 2.9 THz (refs 19, 20).

Details of the experimental technique and the design of the THz-QCL are given

in Methods and Supplementary Information.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
Spectroscopy and lasers. We use standard THz time-domain spectroscopy8

to access the optical properties of the THz-QCL. In our specific case

(Supplementary Fig. 1a), broadband THz electromagnetic pulses are generated

by a gallium arsenide (GaAs) based photoconductive emitter24 excited by 80 fs

pulses at 800 nm from a Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser (pulse repetition rate is

80 MHz). The THz pulse is injected into the THz-QCL waveguide through one of

the laser’s facets, where it propagates along the laser cavity axis, and is re-emitted

at the second facet into free space. To ensure sufficient coupling efficiency, we use

a solid immersion lens approach (Supplementary Fig. 1b) to focus the THz

radiation into the THz-QCL waveguide. A silicon hemisphere lens is attached

directly to the laser facet. In addition, a square metallic aperture (200 3 200mm2)

is placed between lens and waveguide to mask the THz transparent substrate of

the laser chip.

The instantaneous electric field vector of the THz pulse is sensed using an

electro-optic sampling technique based on the Pockels effect9. We use a 300-mm-

thick gallium-phosphide (GaP) nonlinear optical crystal as electro-optic active

medium. With this combination of a GaAs emitter and a GaP detector, a typical

frequency spectrum between 0.5 and 3.5 THz is covered with a signal dynamic

range .20 dB. Since the electro-optic detection is a coherent detection tech-

nique, only the THz radiation, which has a constant phase shift with respect to

the sampling femtosecond pulse, is recorded. This phase-locked measurement is

different in principle from standard transmission measurements2–5 performed

on lasers until now. Several major features emphasize the novelty of the method:

(1) amplitude and phase of the amplified pulse’s electric field are measured, in

contrast to the standard time-averaged intensity measurements made using a

probing beam; (2) broadband probing in the spectral range from 0.5 to 3.5 THz;

(3) inherently high time resolution (,80 fs), which allows monitoring of the

processes in the laser cavity on a subpicosecond timescale.

Response of system to THz pulse. The response of the THz medium to the

injected THz pulse is obtained by examining the difference between the THz

electric field transmitted through the THz-QCL, with and without bias. In order

to suppress parasitic effects of scattered light and of electrical interferences in the

set-up, the THz emitter and the laser are modulated at two different frequencies,

v1 and v2, respectively, and the measured signal is then detected at the difference

frequency v1 2 v2. The spectral amplitude and phase information are obtained

by standard Fourier transformation of the time domain data. The typical

frequency resolution of the set-up is 30 GHz. To complement the electro-optic

detection data, we use also a photo-acoustic detector (Golay cell) to record the

total THz field intensity.

All the measurements are performed on AlGaAs/GaAs THz-QCL with a
bound-to-continuum optical transition19,20. The active region of the THz-QCL

consists of 90 cascades, each 125 nm long. The band structure of one period (with

applied electric field) is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1c. The laser devices are

processed into surface plasmon ridges 110mm wide and 2 mm long. The laser

threshold current density is 113 A cm22, the device emits single mode at

2.87 THz and operates up to a sink temperature of 70 K. All parameters refer

to pulsed operation at a repetition rate of 17 kHz and a duty cycle of 15%.

The interaction of a quasi-single-cycle pulse with the optical transition in a

QCL can be modelled via the interaction of an electromagnetic wave with a two-

level quantum system. This approximation of a THz-QCL is adequate if we

consider the lowest energy level of the injector region as the upper level of the

two-level system (optical transition) and the highest energy level of the next

injector region as the lower level of the two-level system (Supplementary Fig.

1c). In addition, we assume that both energy levels interact with other levels in

the heterostructure via tunnelling and scattering at timescales much longer than

the optical transition rate. Thus the two-level quantum system representing the

optical transition can be—within a certain timescale—considered as an isolated

system. We use Maxwell–Bloch equations16 to describe the interaction of the
THz pulse with this system. The results of the finite-difference time domain

simulation20 are summarized in Supplementary Fig. 2. The electric field transient

forces a superposition of the wavefunctions of the ground and excited states of

the two-level system and a temporal oscillating dipole is formed. The electric

field emitted by this dipole is out of phase with the excitation field when the

ground state population dominates, na . nb (Supplementary Fig. 2a). If a

population inversion na , nb is set, the emitted electric field and the driving field

are in phase (Supplementary Fig. 2b). The amplitude of the emitted field is

proportional to the population difference between the ground and excited state

(na 2 nb) and the emission vanishes only when na 5 nb. The decay of the

observed oscillations is governed by the radiative and non-radiative decay of

the population of the states, and by dephasing.

With respect to the measurement method, the pulse propagation effect

through a gain medium of finite length has to be included in the simulation.

Supplementary Fig. 2c shows the single-cycle pulse after 2 mm of propagation in

the modelled gain medium. The corresponding spectral content of the pulse is

shown in Supplementary Fig. 2c. The response consists of two components—a

resonant main part corresponding to the eigenfrequency of the two-level system,
and a broadband part that is due to the instant response of the two-level system

to the driving electric field. In the latter case, the population of the states is

coherently driven by the electric field of the THz pulse and a partial Rabi oscil-

lation occurs.
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